An approximate method for the numerical solution of a class of singularly perturbed two point boundary value problems is presented. The given region is divided into inner and outer regions. The original second-order problem is replaced by an asymptotically equivalent first-order problem and solved as an initial value problem in the inner region, A terminal boundary condition is then obtained from the solution of the inner region problem. In turn, an outer region problem is obtained, by replacing the second-order differential equation by an approximate first-order differential equation with a small deviating argument, and solved effkiently by employing the trapezoidal formula coupled with a discrete invariant imbedding algorithm. The proposed method is iterative on the terminal point of the inner region problem. Several numerical examples have been solved to demonstrate the applicability of the method.
INTRODUCTION
The numerical solution of singular perturbation problems is currently a field in which active research is going on these days. Singular perturbation problems occur in a number of areas of applied mathematics, science, and engineering, among them fluid mechanics, elasticity, and quantum mechanics. A few notable examples are boundary layer problems, WKB problems, etc. For a detailed discussion on the analytic theory of singular perturbation problems, one may refer to O'Malley [ll], Nayfeh [lo], Kevorkian and Cole [8] , Bender and Orszag [4] , Eckhaus [S] , Van Dyke [ 141, and Bellman [3] . Recently several authors have investigated solving singular perturbation problems by numerically constructing asymptotic solutions. A large collection of papers on the numerical solution of singular perturbation problems may be found in Hemker and Miller [7] , Miller [9] , and Axelsson et al. [2] . More recently, a nonasymptotic method also called the boundary value technique, has been introduced by Roberts [ 131 to solve certain classes of singular perturbation problems. The general 306 motivation is to present simpler and more efficient computational techniques which avoid the principal problem of the conventional techniques, namely finding the appropriate asmptotic expansions in the inner and outer regions and matching the coefficients of the inner and outer expansions.
In this paper, we present an approximate method for the numerical solution of a class of linear singularly perturbed two point boundary value problems. It consists of the following steps: (1) The given region is divided into inner and outer regions. (2) The original second-order problem is replaced by an asymptotically equivalent first-order problem and solved as an initial value problem in the inner region. (3) A terminal boundary condition is then obtained from the solution of the inner region problem. (4) In turn, an outer region problem is obtained by replacing the secondorder differential equation by an approximate first-order differential equation with a small deviating argument and solved efficiently by employing the trapezoidal formula coupled with a discrete invariant imbedding algorithm. (5) Finally, the solutions of inner and outer region problems are combined to obtain an approximate solution to the original problem. (6) The process is to be repeated for various choices of the terminal point of the inner region problem, until the solution profiles stabilize in both the regions. Several numerical examples have been solved to demonstrate the applicability of the method. Finally, the method is extended to a more general class of problems. Again one numerical example is solved in this general class.
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
To fix the ideas, we consider a class of singular perturbation problems of the form:
O<xdl 
where E is a small positive parameter (0 < E 4 1); c(, /I are given constants; a(x) and h(x) are assumed to be suffkiently continuously differentiable function in [0, 11. Furthermore, we assume that a(x) 2 M> 0 throughout the interval [0, 11, where M is some positive constant. This assumption merely implies that the boundary layer will be in the neighbourhood of x = 0.
As mentioned the method consists of the following steps:
Step 1. Divide the original region into two regions, an inner region and an outer region. Let x,, be the terminal point or width or thickness of the inner region (boundary layer). Then the inner and outer regions are given by 0 6 x < xP and xP < x < 1, respectively.
Step 2. Replace the original second-order problem by an asymptotically equivalent first-order problem as follows: By integrating Eq. (1 ), we obtain where &Y'(X) + 4x1 Y(X) =f(x) + K (3) f(x) = j h(x) dx and K is a constant to be determined.
In order to determine the constant K, we introduce the condition that the reduced equation of (3) should satisfy the boundary condition, y( 1) = /?; i.e., y(l)=;;ifiT Cf(l)+Kl=P K=a(l)fi-f(1). Now, we adjoin the condition (which we drop whenever we formulate (1)) y(O) = a to Eq. (3) to obtain a first-order the reduced problem of Eq. problem (6) where the constant K is given by Eq. (4). Thus in a manner of speaking, we have replaced the original second-order problem (l)-(2) with the asymptotically equivalent first-order problem (5 )- ( 6) .
We choose the transformation t = X/E (7) to create a new differential equation. Using (7), rescale Eq. (5) with
=f( tE) = F(t) (8.4) to obtain the new differential equation
The initial condition for the Eq. (9) is determined by (7), (8.1), and (6),
Theoretically the differential equation (9) can be solved over the entire interval 0 d t 6 l/~ with the initial condition (10) . Practically, the interval [0, l/e] becomes unreasonably large as E + 0 so we limit the range to [0, t,], where t, =x&s 0 l/~. Hence, it leads the inner region problem as an initial value problem:
for O<t<t, with Y(0) = a. (12) We solve this inner region problem (11) with (12) to obtain the solutions over the interval 0 6 t < fp. The analytical solution of Eq. (1 1 ), using the initial condition (12) , is given by X (13)
Step 3. Obtain the terminal boundary condition from Eq. (13) and denote Y( t&J = cr. (14) Hence from Eqs. (7), (8.1) , and (14) we get y(x,) = ii.
(15)
Step 4. Obtain the outer region problem as follows: Let us denote x,, = 6 (this is only for our convenience and notational simplicity) and then it is clear that 0 < 6 4 1. By using Taylor series expansion in the neighbourhood of the point x, we have and consequently, Eq. (1) is replaced by the first-order differential equation with a small deviating argument and yi = y(x,), pi =p(x,), qi = q(xi), and ri = r(xi). Equation (23) gives a system of (N-1) equations with (N+ 1) unknowns yO to y,. The two given boundary conditions (18) To solve these recurrence relations for i= 1, 2, . . . . N -1, we need to know the initial conditions for W, and T,,. This can be done by considering the boundary condition y(6) = a, as follows y,=cC=w,y,+T,.
If we choose W, = 0, then To = Cc. Using these initial values, we first compute Wi and Tj for i= 1, 2, . . . . N -1 from (26.1) and (26.2) in the forward process. Then we obtain the solutions yi for i = N -1, N -2, . . . . 2, 1; in the backward process from Eq. (25.1) using the remaining boundary condition ylv=B.
Step 5. Adjoin the solutions of inner and outer region problems to obtain an approximate solution to the original problem (l)-(2) over the interval 0 < x d 1.
Step 6. Repeat the process for different choices of x,, (terminal point of the inner region), until the solution profiles do not differ materially from iteration to iteration. For a computational point of view, we use an absolute error criteria, namely
where y(x)" = m th iteration of the outer region solution, and G = prescribed tolerance bound.
Remark 2. We have already mentioned that the differential equation (9) is valid over the entire interval 0 6 t 6 l/s. Hence, as an alternative to the solution of the outer region problem (19)- (18), we may use the solution of the initial value problem (9)-( 10) over the interval xp < x < 1.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
To demonstrate the applicability of the method, we will discuss three examples: a homogeneous singular perturbation problem (SPP), a nonhomogeneous SPP, and a SPP with variable coefficients. These examples have been chosen because either analytical or approximate solutions are available for comparison. The analytical solution of Eq. (28.6), using the initial condition (28.7), is given by
The terminal boundary condition is obtained from the Eq. (28. In turn, the outer region problem is obtained and solved by using Step 4.
The computational results are presented in Tables IA, IB , for E = lop3 and 10 -4, respectively. The exact solution is given by
By integrating Eq. (29.1), we get &f(X) + y(x) = x + x2 + K.
The constant K is determined by using Eq. In turn, the outer region problem is obtained and solved by using Step 4.
The computational results are presented in the Tables IIA and IIB , for E = lo-' and 10p4, respectively. Since it is difficult to obtain an analytical (closed form) solution of the problem (30.7)-(30.8), we have solved it numerically by the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method and obtained the terminal boundary condition, y(x,) = Y(t,). In turn, the outer region problem is obtained and solved by using Step 4.
The computational results are presented in the Tables IIIA and IIIB , for E = 10 ~ 3 and 10 ~ 4, respectively.
A MORE GENERAL CLASS OF PROBLEMS
In this section, we extend our method to a more general class of problems of the form where E is a small positive parameter; tl, B are given constants: a(x), b(x), and h(x) are assumed to be sufficiently continuously differentiable functions in [O, 11; and a(x) 2 M> 0 throughout the interval [0, 11, where A4 is some positive constant. It is clear that there will be difficulty in applying
Step 2 (i.e., in the integration process) due to the presence of the term b(x) y(x). To overcome this difficulty, we first modify Eq. (31) and then apply our method. For convenience, we shall term this extra step the "preliminary step." Let y, be the solution of the reduced problem of (31) where H(x) = h(x) -b(x) yO(x). Now, we can apply our method, Step 1 to Step 6, to the modified problem (34.2)-( 32).
In order to verify this approach, we discuss one simple example in detail. In turn, the outer region problem is obtained and solved by using Step 4.
The computational results are presented in the Tables IVA and IVB We have described an approximate method for the numerical solution of a class of singular perturbation problems. As mentioned, the method is iterative on the terminal point of the inner region. The process is to be repeated for various choices of xp (terminal point of the inner region), until the solution profiles stabilize in both the regions. The point xp is not unique but can assume a wide number of values. To reduce the amount of computation, we choose the smallest value of xp which gives the required accuracy. As an alternative of the solution of the outer region problem (19)-(lS), we may use the solution of the initial value problem (9)-(10) over the interval xp < x < 1. But for better accurate results we prefer to solve the outer region problem (19-(18) as it is.
We have implemented this method on three problems, a homogeneous SPP, a non-homogeneous SPP, and a SPP with variable coefficients, by taking different values of E. Only one extra step, called the "preliminary step," is needed to apply the present method to a more general class of problems. We have verified this by solving a more general class of problem.
We have tabulated the numerical results obtained by the present method as well as the exact solution. In the tables, the underlined value indicates that it is a terminal boundary condition obtained by solving the inner region problem, and corresponding x is the terminal point xP. Then [0, xP] is an inner region and [x,, l] is an outer region. It can be observed from the tables that the present method approximates the exact solution very well. All the computations have been performed on the DEC-10 computer system at IIT Kanpur (India).
